In order to specify a foliation of spacetime by spacelike hypersurfaces we need to place some restriction on the initial data and from this derive a way to calculate the lapse function α which measures the proper time and interval between neighbouring hypersurfaces along the normal direction. Here we study a prescribed slicing known as the Constant Mean Curvature (CMC) slicing. This slicing will be applied to the Reissner-Nordström metric and the resultant slices will be investigated and then compared to those of the extended Schwarzschild solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Analysing General Relativity in terms of a Hamiltonian system [1] a time function is chosen and one considers the foliation of the spacetime by the slices of constant time. On these spacelike slices two geometric quantities arise, the intrinsic metric g ij and the extrinsic curvature K ij . Both these quantities are related to each other through the constraints, in a vacuum,
Where R (3) is the three-scalar curvature. Given initial data, an arbitrary lapse α and shift vector β i can be chosen which will determine the magnitude and direction of the unit time vector relative to the normal to the spacelike slice. It is this choice, which can be seen both as a blessing and a curse, as the question to be answered is, what constitutes a good or appropriate choice?
The evolution equations for the intrinsic metric and extrinsic curvature are given by (note the convention here will follow [2] and not [1] ) ∂ t g ij = 2αK ij + β i;j + β j;i ,
Where K = trK. Using the convention of signs in [2] this gives K = +n α ;α where n α is the timelike unit normal to the slice and ∂ t √ g = √ g αK + α i ;i . In this convention a positive K gives expansion. A standard way to choose a foliation, and thus time, is to place a condition on the extrinsic curvature. Many different types of conditions are used throughout the numerical relativity community, such as "1+log" slicing [3] or maximal slicing [4] where K is chosen to be zero on each slicing. Another popular slicing is to set the trace of the extrinsic curvature to be constant on each slice, this is known as constant mean curvature slicing ('CMC slicing') [5] . * Electronic address: p.tuite@ucc.ie † Electronic address: niall@ucc.ie
Here we will investigate the CMC slices of the ReissnerNordström spacetime. In [6, 7] maximal slicing of this metric has been analysed. The Reissner-Nordström metric is a spherically symmetric solution of the coupled equations of Einstein and Maxwell. It represents a stationary, non-rotating black hole of mass m and a charge Q. The metric for the Reissner-Nordström can be written as
in units where G = c = 1/4π 0 = 1 and where t is the 'static' killing vector and r is the areal radius. CMC slices are of value to the numerical relativity community dealing with the analysis of gravitational radiation. The waveforms of the radiation are easier to detect on asymptotically null surfaces which the CMC slices become as they approach null infinity [8] .
The approach used to analyse the spacetime will follow a height function approach used in [5] . Taking the Reissner-Nordström spacetime and performing a coordinate transformation in the (t, r) plane, given by t = h (r), leaving the other coordinates unchained. h (r) is called the height function. Now one imposes the condition that the t = t − h (r) = 0 slice be CMC. This condition will produce a second order equation for the height function which can be integrated explicitly once. From this the intrinsic metric and extrinsic curvature can be obtained.
II. CMC SLICING
From [5] there are two complementary methods to find and analyse the CMC slices. As mentioned in the previous section there is the height function approach using the coordinate transformation t = h (r) and the second method is using a general spherically symmetric metric given by
Here the geometry is encoded in two places. One is the dependence of a on r and the other is on the relationship arXiv:1307.4657v1 [gr-qc] 17 Jul 2013
of R (the areal radius) and r (the chosen radial coordinate). This second piece of information is contained in the mean curvature of the surfaces of constant r as embedded two-surfaces in the spatial three geometry. The analysis in this paper will use the height function approach to find the CMC slices of the spacetime.
The metric is given by
Now introducing the coordinate transformation given by
And the transformation to the new coordinate system is given by
The metric becomes
and the inverse of this metric is
Where h = ∂h/∂r. The intrinsic metric is given by
The lapse α of the slice is given by
the shift βr by
The future pointing unit normal is given by
It can be seen that this future pointing normal is a time-like unit normal since
The mean curvature of the t = 0 is given by
where g is the determinant of the transformed metric
Using this and the future pointing unit normal the mean curvature of a slice defined by t = t − h = 0 is
Since the chosen slicing is a constant mean curvature slicing, K is a constant over the whole t = 0 slice. Therefore we can integrate (19) easily to give
Where C is a constant of integration. This can now be manipulated to give an expression for h
Using this expression for h and substituting into (13) and (14) will give very useful expressions for the lapse and shift on the t = 0 slice
and
Using these expressions for the lapse (22), shift (23) and using the evolution equation for the extrinsic curvature given by
The term 
This can be recognised as a combination of the trace term plus a unique (up to a constant) spherically symmetric TT tensor, the terms with coefficient C. Therefore these CMC slices of the Reissner-Nordström spacetime are completely defined by the two parameters K and C. This is the exact same result as for the Schwarzschild solution [5] . The next step is to see if further analysis of the system will correspond to the analysis in [5] .
III. CYLINDRICAL CMC SLICES
Now we want to investigate cylindrical slices of this spacetime. In the upper r < 2m and lower r > 2m regions, the killing vector is space-like and runs along the r = constant surfaces. Since everything is constant along the Killing vector, the trace of the extrinsic is preserved along these cylindrical surfaces. Therefore, each r = constant surface is a CMC slice.
The new line segment of three metric can be written as
The dr 2 term plays an important role in the calculation. Let
We see that k = dr/dL where L is the proper length along the slice, and 2k/r is the 2-mean curvature of the round 2-spheres as embedded in the 3-slice [5] . Also it can be seen from (22) that k = α where α is the killing lapse, is the dot product of the timelike Killing vector with the unit normal to the slice. Useful information on the behaviour of k can be extracted by examining the profile of k and the roots of the equation k = 0. Fixing values for (m, Q < m) and choosing 'small' values for K and C. From the first panel of figure 1 we can see that there are 2 solution curves since k cannot be less than zero. One of the solution curves starts out at the singularity (r = 0) and approaches r = r1. Here it bounces (since k = 0, r = r1 is a maximal 2-surface) and heads back to r = 0. The other curve starts from null infinity and approaches the r = r2 curve and again returns to null infinity. Examining the corresponding Penrose diagram (figure 2 panel 1) allows us to see the behaviour of the CMC slices in detail.
Holding K fixed and now increasing the value of C we can see that the behaviour of k will go through some interesting changes . Increasing the value of C we can see that a transition occurs and a minimum in the profile of k appears, panel 2 figure 1. At this value of C r1 = r2 = rC . At this critical value of C we have 3 possible curves ( figure 2 panel 2) , firstly there is the curve starting at the black hole (r = 0) and approaches rC . The second curve is the cylindrical slice which occurs at rC . And the final curve is the curve which starts at null infinity and approaches rC . What we can see as the value of C is increased and reaches this critical value trumpet slices [9] are formed.
Increasing the value of C further beyond this critical value of C there ceases to be any real solutions of k = 0, panel 3 figure 1. Here the slices start at null infinity and travel to the black hole ( figure 2 panel 3) .
The trace of the extrinsic curvature is given by
Here the normal vector n µ is the normal to the r = constant surface. This is given by
So the trace of the extrinsic curvature (in the upper quadrant) is given by
Since in the upper quadrant r < 2m this can be written
We can see from figure 3 , that K is large and negative near r = r−, increases monotonically towards r = r+ where it is large and positive and is zero at r = can see from figure 3 the behaviour of K is very similar to that of the Schwarzschild K. The quadratic form r 2 − 2mr + Q 2 plays a key role. If Q < m, it has 2 real roots 0 < r− < r+ < 2m. Only when
i.e. only when r− < r < r+ can k 2 be zero. Of course the surfaces satisfying k = 0 and ∂k ∂r are the cylindrical slices. Given r, an expression for C can be calculated using using k above (29) and setting this equal to zero. This is possible as we are effectively choosing a value of r to give k = 0, therefore 
In the lower quadrant K becomes
and similarly C becomes
Dropping the Q 2 terms these expressions reduce to the ones obtained for the cylindrical CMC slices of the Schwarzschild metric. From these results we can conclude that the many of the numerical approaches which are applied to the CMC slicing of the Schwarzschild metric can also be applied to the Reissner-Nordström metric. This has great benefits as the Reissner-Nordström metric can act as an analogy for a charged dust metric used in cosmology [10] . This allows for cross area comparisons of numerical methods and results. And knowing the results can be compared to well know results for Schwarzschild can add confidence to the output of simulations.
IV. GENERALISED LAPSE FUNCTION
Following on from the work in [5] Malec andÓ Murchadha found general spherically symmetric constant mean curvature foliations of the Schwarzschild solution [11] . In this paper a generalised lapse function was found for the CMC slicings of the Schwarzschild metric. The Einstein equations give an evolution equation for the trace of the extrinsic curvature K, in vacuum
Since we are taking K to be a spatial constant this reduces to
Factoring the equation gives
Which becomes
Upon evaluation of the term in the bracket we obtain
Here we see that the generalised lapse term for the ReissnerNordström metric does not exactly solve (39). However we see that the Q 2 r 4 falls off very quickly as O r −4 so will quickly become negligible and therefore far away from the black hole will be equivalent to Schwarzschild.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The question of what constitutes a good or appropriate choice for the lapse and shift has not been answered in this paper. There is no prescribed or systematic method of determining how the choice will perform. However, from the calculations in the paper we have shown that there exists strong similarities in the behaviour, of the CMC slices, between the Reissner-Nordström and Schwarzschild spacetimes. From figure 3 we see that the behaviour of Ks are almost identical.
As Q is increased the graph of the Reissner-Nordström K is squeezed between r− and r+ but the monotonically increasing behaviour is preserved.
Even though the generalised lapse function here did not satisfy (39) fully we can take some insights from this analysis. Again, after the calculations, once the Q 2 term is set to zero, we recover the Schwarzschild regime. This suggests there is validity in using the techniques developed for Schwarzschild with problems involving the Reissner Nordström metric and by setting Q 2 = 0 checks and comparisons of the numerical techniques on both spacetimes can be made.
